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Former COO Remains on Firm’s Advisory Board
Turknett Leadership Group Celebrates Decision
Dr. Robert (Bob) and Carolyn (Lyn) Turknett, founders of Turknett Leadership Group,
proudly announce the retention of Sandra Hofmann as a member of the firm’s Advisory
Board. Hofmann, who served as Turknett’s Chief Operating Officer for the past two years,
recently accepted an offer to serve in the same capacity for Closets and More, a Marietta,
Georgia-based company that specializes in customized home and office storage spaces.

Bob and Lyn Turknett say Hofmann joined their team to help expand and scale products and
services and grow the client base. She proved the perfect person for the job. As COO of
Turknett Leadership Group, Hofmann helped design cascading training programs based on
Turknett’s signature Leadership Character Model using a leaders-teaching-leaders approach.
Hofmann also helped oversee the development of such assessment tools as the Leadership
Character 360 and the individual Leadership Character Profile. Both instruments are
administered through a robust, web-based platform.

Hofmann’s broad contributions helped increase Turknett’s client base by 21%. Bob and Lyn
Turknett look forward to continuing to work with Sandra Hofmann and know that as a
member of the firm’s Advisory Board she will continue to play a significant role in helping
the firm reach its goals for the future.

Turknett Leadership Group is one of the Southeast’s oldest and most experienced firms in the
area of integrity-based leadership development. Key services include executive coaching and
executive team development, management selection, and the identification and development
of high potential talent. Turknett serves organizations in a variety of industries. Clients
include such firms as AT&T, American Cancer Society, AGL Resources, Bennett
International Group, Cox Enterprises, and Kroger.
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